SIMPLY PLUG IN THE
HOME RUN CABLE
Setup is easy,
because the
scale is driven
by the Cardinal
225D Navigator
indicator with
inbound/
outbound
weighing.
The 225D’s ID
storage allows
you to easily
acquire vehicle
net weights.

MODULAR PLATFORM DESIGN
Cardinal Scale’s versatile weighbridge
design is modular with expandable
bulkheads, so you may vary
sizes as your weighing
needs change.

OPTIONAL
WING-KIT
AVAILABLE

AXIS® FRICTIONLESS
CENTERING SYSTEM

Allows fill material to be used for
approach ramps and prevents backfill into the
scale. Left and right side bolt-on wings and
required hardware for one end weighbridge.

The axis’
durable ball
and cup system
utilizes gravity
to restrain deck
movement and
vibration; in
fact, the heavier
the load is, the
better.

STRAP KIT COMES
STANDARD

The Cardinal ARMOR® Portable truck scale
is the easiest to load and off load for
optimal movement from site to
site. Free strap kit included
with each order.

WATERPROOF STAINLESS
STEEL LOAD CELLS

OPTIONAL 26-in DOUBLEPIPE GUIDE RAILS

The IP69K-rated, 75,000-lb digital
SmartCells are completely encapsulated
and filled with a potting compound to fill
all internal voids and prevent
any potential for
moisture
entering.

The optional SRXD series 26-inch-high, double-pipe
guide rails provide an extra vertical row of guide
rails that help with visibility and driver safety.

OPTIONAL USB
EXTERNAL
FLASH DRIVE

NO POWER AT THE SCALE
Gets you up and running
fast! The ARMOR’s
digital SmartCell®
system doesn’t require
any junction boxes,
and the digital load
cells plug and
play with
each other.
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The low-cost 2XX-USBA option card
for the 225D allows you to easily
track all weight transactions
daily in remote locations
and offload data quickly
with virtually unlimited
transaction storage.

LEGAL FOR TRADE
MEASUREMENT CANADA

The ARMOR® Portable
truck scale is NTEP and
Measurement Canada
certified legal for trade.
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